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Carol - Part 1

. In the past I created WaterOz. It made minerals for the sole purpose of paying for my air time. But along
the way things went kind of strange as we started to discover that we had made products that would do some
amazing things, and what started out to be just a way to raise radio funds turned into a whole new concept.
These are my concepts and many have tried to copy me. It was the FDA that wanted to put me out of business,
so they worked with the IRS and the FBI to attack me. It was a group attack against me.
I learned through trial and error that the Calcium Metal that is made into a drink (not Calcium Carbonate is not
Calcium Metal), it would neutralize the flue symptoms and make you think that the flu has gone away; but in
reality the Calcium in this from just neutralizes all of the Acidic Crystalline Nuero Toxins (i.e puss) that actually
cause the flu symptoms.
Then we discovered that we were the only company that was making Copper water at that time because if it is
made wrong it is toxic and can cause a disease called Wilson's disease. I actually drank some Copper made
wrong and it made me very sick. This is learning the hard way. Anyway Douglas Noland use to wrap a real old
Copper Penny, in some bread and throw it into the air and the dog would gulp it down. I asked him what he was
doing and he said that the Copper would chase the Worms out the dogs Ass. So, I already knew that Copper
was the best way to de worm an animal. But swallowing a Copper Penny is not so smart, as it really does not
digest very good in HCL Acid. The way that I was making the Copper, was to dissolve it and make sure it did not
have any Nitrates or Chlorides in it, and this would allow it to penetrate everywhere in the entire body, wherever
there was moisture. It now even crosses the Blood Brain Barrier and the Spinal Fluid Barrier. So, all of a sudden
I was getting people calling me and a Missionary called me and said, I had a brain eating Ameba that I got in
Africa, and there was no cure, and you cured and saved me. Shortly thereafter we discovered that the Copper
Water not only penetrates everywhere through the entire body where there is moisture but it also 100% kills every
Virus known to man. Note that Silver is supposed to be able to do this, but Silver does not cross any of the fluid
barriers. Now, we have been sending the Copper water to different Cancer patients for free and so far we have
had 100% results in removing each type of Cancer. For instance the lawyer in Las Vegas named Scott Cantor,
had Lymph and he drank about one Gallon of Copper Water at 200 PPM's and this disease was gone at the next
text. I never had any idea that the Copper could do this. But as of now we are averaging 100% success.
I also learned that Copper when made correctly is a Co Enzyme that helps the Liver digest proteins; and then I
learned that some diseases, like M.S. land M.D. are both caused by a Protein Digestion problem in the Liver, so I
had the idea that the Copper might be a Cure for this condition. But as of now we have not confirmed this. We
are still testing.
I think that the Indium is the Fountain of Youth. It helps the Pituitary balance all of the hormones. Test subjects
that tried it sometime felt a great feeling of happiness; one over weight lady said she could stop eating for a week
at a time and not be hungry as her fat all burned off. Painless dieting. This could be great.
We learned that the Magnesium, would 100% get rid of migraines. We developed a new Enzyme called EPN
that actually stopped a fatal disease where you digest yourself. We just had one success after another.
The Federal Government and her rats wanted to steal this business. Many have tried to steel this business. I
was sued about eight times by these rats and every attack was just to rob me.
I think that one of the reasons that we were so successful is that if the competition was charging $2,400 for an
Ozone Machine our retail price was $300.00. If they were charging $100 for a Gallon of Silver Water that had 3
PPM, we would charge $25.00 that had 125 PPM. I guess I made a few enemies.
Back in 1993, while doing some testing I build and tested a Magnetic Rotor. This Rotor made free energy
using just magnets. It ended up being the real GALT Motor, like in the book, Atlas Shrugged. See the y tube
video at GALTgenerator and it is the fourth pick down. I also tested a new concept for an Electric Jet Engine that
makes its own power while it runs and this would replace the internal combustion engine.
I also did some testing on some anti gravity concepts and developed a concept called STIWAL (Static Time
Internal Warp Levite). The only reason that I would mention this crazy sounding concept is that there is a picture
of this concept working at the web site johnsearl.com.
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